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THE HEAVIEST TRIP IS THE ONE BACK HOME.Lose yourself in an epic twenty-six centuries in
the making. Featuring art from the genderbent, science fiction comic ODY-C by MATT
FRACTION (CASANOVA, SEX CRIMINALS, SATELLITE SAM) and CHRISTIAN WARD
(INFINITE VACATION, OLYMPUS), this interactive activity book takes you on a feverishly eye-
popping journey rendered in lavish psychedelic pen-and-ink illustrations ― all waiting to be
brought to life through color."It's an unlikely mixture of elements, but it hits an inimitable
combination of cool and classic that pulls you into the orbit of an intoxicating journey." ― Paste
Magazine"Matt Fraction and Christian Ward's psychedelic, "gender-broke" scifi odyssey has
been blowing people away since it debuted late last year, and for good reason. This wild retelling
of Homer's Odyssey ― in which space captain Odyssia and her crew encounter cyclopean
space monsters and deadly living narcotic Lotus Eaters ― is a surreal, massively entertaining
epic." ― io9

I have purchased a number of other grayscale books but none have approach the high quality of
Ms. Stocker's book until now. Of course, this is the second book in her series and it is as
gorgeous as the first book. --iiiireader, #1 Ebook Library ReviewerNicole has a knack of
selecting the most beautiful photos that lure you in. Don't be overwhelmed when you look at
them. It really is very soothing and rewarding to colour these photos...A colourer's dream really!
Single-sided images on top quality paper, that don't run into the spine and are perforated for
easy removal. -- Colouring Book Reviews with PrueAs soon as I opened the box in which it was
shipped, I knew I was holding a product of high quality. The binding and cover of the book are
superb, and so is the paper quality...regardless of media and skill level, this book will
accommodate. -- A Heep of Everything BlogI could colour in this book for hours. Can't conclude
anything other than that this book is a real asset to the colour world. A nice book for starting
colourists as well as for the more advanced. -- Volwassenen Kleuren OokThe photographs are
all of high quality printing and are just the right shade of gray to colour over colour lightly and let
the shading show through or add deeper colour and enhance the shadows, it is up to you and
this book allows for both. --Creative Colouring with HazelAbout the AuthorAs a young girl, Nicole
was enchanted by a black and white photograph hanging in her parents summer cabin, wishing
she could bring it to life with color. An artist at heart, Nicole imagined a collection of coloring
books filled with inspiring, carefully curated photographs. Following the beloved Beautiful
Creatures, Beautiful Nature is the second in her series of elegant grayscale coloring books. A
mother of two young children, Nicole treasures any moment to lose herself in color and creation
in her Vancouver home.
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Jerry Adams, “cool book. This is for the pros”

TammyJo Eckhart, “Challenging Activities and Coloring Pages for Those Not Easily Offended by
Adult Material. I'll start with the physical aspects of this coloring book. The book and the pages
inside are bigger than the average 8.5" X 11" books out there measuring 8.5" X 11.75". The
pages are two-sided and this is the reason I've rated this down a star because as with very
coloring book I've tried, certain types of coloring tools will bleed through the pages. Do not use
sharpies or regular markers, not even the ones for children, because they will bleed through and
ruin the image on the other side of the page. You can use colored pencils, crayons, and gels
pens without any problem. The images are very detailed so you'll need fine point instruments.
The paper is thick but it absorbs the markers I mention above. I was surprised to see that the
images often cover the entire page and I was worried about that but the pages are perforated;
something not listed on the book description that really needs to be because that is a huge
desire for many colorists.Every page (front and back) can be colored but this is more than just a
coloring book. It includes word searches (that are very difficult and do not conform to traditional
limits), comparisons, draw your own prompts, fill in the blank, "Ad Libs" type of fill in the blank,
and maze escapes. Sometimes there is one image on a page at other times there are multiple
images. These can be laid out comic book fashion or the traditional fashion for coloring books. It
is never boring and very challenging. I'll add several pages to show you what I'm talking
about.This is not just for a adult colorists but also for folks with a more open mind. The book tells
a story -- the story of the universe and the gods in it but through a different lens than most of us
were likely raised with. Here gods might be goddess, hermaphrodites, or simply showing more
body than some of you might be comfortable with. You are now warned: there is nudity, there is
sex; don't buy and then complain about it.”

CPR, “Color & Activity Book as High Concept Art for Adults. I've really enjoyed the influx of adult
coloring books that are being made now days. But, it does seem that many either offer overly
simple designs or an almost mosaic design that doesn't translate to the source material. Here, I
was hoping to find very detailed drawings. Unfortunately the details are a little hit & miss.Unlike
some books where the line work is based on a finished image stripped of the colors, this seems
to be a combination of the original pencil & ink work - which at first seemed cool to highlight the
main importances of each page. The pencil work on some pages is very exact on others it's a
little rough. The ink overlay seems to be there for focus, but instead it appears to be a correction
on some of the rougher pencil lines. As cool as the images are & as detailed as they can be on
certain pages, the overall effect of the ink / pencil lines overlapping or crossing or even
correcting was distracting. I would've preferred a pure ink design, especially for coloring.As for
the activities, they are interesting. There is a word find, a fill in blank story like Mad Libs, spot the



difference, a maze, etc. Some are actually worth putting in the effort of doing, others are more
like sarcastically-toned humor - one of which is expressly pointed out that it can't be done. The
overall theme is an adult parody of a kids color & activity book. And when I say adult, I mean
adult. This has themes that are definitely not for kids.If you are familiar with the Matt Fraction
book ODY-C, then this would all seem quite in place. If you are not, then this may not be for you.
As a whole the art is quite elaborate & detailed. I just wished the format of the lines was a little
different. Don't take my ink / pencil critique to mean I hated this book, I didn't. If fact I think it can
be overlooked, but I do want to warn those that are curious about the format. I will settle by
giving it 4 stars for concept & 3 stars for executions - total 3.5 rounded to 4.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 30 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 96 pages
Item Weight: 13.8 ounces
Dimensions: 8 x 1 x 12 inches
Reading age: 13 - 16 years
Grade level: 8 - 11
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